
1. How many "secret shoppers" are employed by the Federal Government?
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) does not directly employ secret shoppers.

CMS contracts with two entities to perform secret shopping. For the Contract Year (CY) 2011 Annual

Enrollment Period (AEP), these contractors utilized 602 part time shoppers. The 602 contracted

shoppers shopped a total of 1695 events, for an average of less than 3 events per shopper. ln

addition, CMS Regional and Central Office staff secret shop more than 200 events. For the CY2011

AEP season there were 90 shoppers from Regional Offices.

2. What is the budget amount for this program and where does the funding come from?
Fiscal Year 2011 contract award amounts totaled 52,676,52O for both contractors. These funds

cover secret shopping and other surveillance related costs such as systems for tracking and

addressing sponsor responses to CMS' deficiency findings. The funding came from CMS' Federal

budget, under the Discretionary MIP (Medicare lntegrity Program) Medicare line item.

3. What are the qualifications for those hired to be "secret shoppers?"
CMS requested contractors recruit secret shopper,s that reflect the range of persons who are eligible
for Medicare, .i.e., those who were 65 or older, disabled, non-English speaking, etc.

4. How are the assignments for their activities determined?
Assignments are made based on a number of factors including plan risk, number of scheduled

marketing events, location of marketing events, and results of most recent secret shops.

5. Please provide a report on the number of complaints made against insurance agents and other
marketers and the results of those complaints.
CMS issued a total of t2S letters for secret shopping results. 103 of these letters were Technical

Assistance Letters, 19 were Notices of Non-Compliance, and 4 were Warning Letters with Request

for a Business Plan to address the identified deficiency. All letters informed the sponsors of the
deficiencies found in the event(s) that were shopped and notified sponsors to take corrective action.
Following notification of deficiencies, it was within the sponsors' discretion to determine what
actions, if any, should be taken against the agent responsible for the events found to have

deficiencies during a secret shop. Sponsors were not required to share this information with CMS.

Definitions:
Technical Assistance Letter-Letter to sponsor informing them of CMS concerns or to inform them of
potential issues or deficiencies. Not a formal compliance notice.
Notice of Non-Compliance--Letter to Compliance Officer informing organization that it is out of
compliance in a specific way and alerts the sponsor to correct the problem.
Warnins Letter -- Letter. to Compliance Officer putting sponsor on formal notice that one that one or
more specific areas of performance are unacceptable and further non-compliance will lead to more
stringent compliance actions by CMS.


